This guide to resources and recommended readings directs you to online information about HIV prevention. These resources are divided into three sections: 1) AVAC and Our Partners; 2) HIV Prevention Research and Implementation; and 3) Resource Databases and Additional Materials.

**We strongly encourage applicants to familiarize themselves with this content before filling out their applications.**

Please refer to this [glossary of terms](#) to help you gain a better understanding of HIV prevention as you consult the resources below.

### AVAC and Our Partners

*Note: The AVAC website, www.avac.org, contains a wealth of information on biomedical HIV prevention options, trials and advocacy. Please use the descriptions below to help you navigate the different components of the AVAC website.*

- **AVAC's “Our Story” page** – Describes AVAC's work, history and focus and will provide a good understanding of the role AVAC plays in the field and key areas of focus.
- **What We Do** – Outlines AVAC's advocacy and work with partners worldwide.
- **AVAC Report** – AVAC's annual analysis of the biomedical HIV prevention field. Includes advocacy recommendations and frames emerging issues.
- **AVAC's Global Partners** – Provides information on the work of AVAC's international partners.
- **Advocacy Fellows Program** – An overview of the Fellows program and the advocacy projects of current and alumni Fellows.
- **P-Values Blog** – Perspectives from staff and partners working at the frontlines of research, implementation and advocacy.
- **Px Pulse** – AVAC's podcast series offers succinct interviews on major milestones in the field, useful highlights on influential trials and other pivotal issues affecting the field.

### HIV Prevention Research and Implementation

- Antibody Related Research: [AVAC One Pager on Antibody Related Research](#)
- Combination Prevention: [AVAC One Pager on Combination Prevention](#)
- Condoms: [AVAC One Pager on Condoms](#)
- Cure: [AVAC One Pager on Cure](#)
- HIV Vaccine: [AVAC One Pager on HIV Vaccine](#)
Resource Databases and Additional Materials

- **Resource Database** – This database has educational materials and tools, including factsheets and PowerPoints, on a variety of HIV prevention topics.

- **The HIV Prevention Research and Development Database** – This database has information on past, current and planned clinical trials. Additional information on large-scale efficacy trials is available within the intervention-specific pages on the AVAC website.

- **PrEPWatch.org** – PrEPWatch.org is AVAC’s clearinghouse for PrEP data, research, access, implementation and advocacy across the globe.

- **Protecting Global Gains** – Latest stories on protecting hard-won global gains and building more resilient and sustainable systems for health.
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